INTRODUCTION
In recent years several successful analyses of the absorption n 1 2 3 spectra of certain actinide (5f ) ions have been reported. ' ' Nevertheless, complete interpretation of optical spectra so far has been limited to actinide ions having the rather simple electronic configuration of filled electron shells plus a single 5_i electron. This is understandable in view of the complexity of the spectra of higher _in configurations. However, we can begin the rather formidable task of interpreting such complex spectra by studying the optical and magnetic properties of the low-lying states, since the groundstate terms of most of the 5_in configurations are reasonably isolated. This is particularly true for Am + 3 ( 5£ 6 ), where the ground-state term, 7 F is 4 separated from the nearest quintet terms by many thousands of wave numbers.
In most cases the infrared absorption spectrum reported here is +3 sharp and completely polarized. Since no absorption peaks due to Am are 5,380 em .
7
The F 4 , F 5 , 7 and F 6 levels may be studied in the photographic region of the infrared. Four polarized lines (20" and 21T) were observed near 9,600 em -1 , and as few as eight lines were observed between 12,100 cm-1 and -1 12,600 em (see Table I ). Since selection rules for c 3 h alone cannot help us to decide between a J=4, 5, or 6, the designation given in ·Table I is based on the following crystal-field splitting calculations.
Crystal-Field Splitting of the 7 F J Levels
The crystal-field splittings of 7 F 1 , 7 F 2 , 7 F 3 ,and 7 F 4 levels are on the order of several hundred wave numbers, whereas the energy separations between the levels are several thousand wave numbers. Thus we can consider states labeled by the quantum numbers LSJJ , and use perturbation theory to z find the effect of V. The matrix elements of V between state LlJ=O have been tabulated by Stevens, 8 and Elliott and Stevens. 9 For Am+ 3 , the reduced matrix elements ·~ JJa !!J), (J !J!3JJJ), and (JIll' jJJ) have been evaluated for all levels of the ground multiplet (see Table II ). As in the case of Eu+ 3 , the breakdown of Russell-Saunders coupling will depress the centers of gravity of the J levels by large amounts without seriously altering their splittings. 10 Since we are concerned only with the crystal-field splitting, the centers of gravity will be treated as adjustable parameters . [
To find (J+k, J -m I Vml J, J ), we simply multiply the value of(J+k, m-J lvmiJ,J ) z n z z n z m+k by the phase factor ( -1)
. Since we have k= l and m=O or 6 in this problem, we find the phase factor will always be ( -1).
For the F 5 and F 6 levels, explicit expressions for 0 <f>2, l ( 5 , Jz) = Jz' The reduced matrix elements ( 611 en II 5) associated with The total crystal-field splitting matrix between the 7 F 5 and 7 F 6 levels is 24 by 24. By a simple interchange of rows and columns, we may reduce this matrix to six 4-by-4 matrices. When the six secular determinants are formed, we find two pairs of determinants that yield similar eigenvalues. This is because of eight doubly degenerate energy levels (four 1-1± 2 and four J.l±l crystal-field sublevels of the 7 F 5 and 7 F 6 ). The remaining two 4-by-4 determinants give eight 'unique eigenvalues (four eigenvalues for 1-1 3 and four
The calculated eigenvalues as well as the observed energy-level scheme are given in Fig. 6 . On the left we give the calculated crystal-field splitting in which the nearby . J level is ignored. In the center we give the results of our present calculation, in which we consider the crystal-field aLine width 3 to 5A.
bLine width 1 to 3A.
cLine width 5 to lOA: unresolved band structure.
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The absorption spectrum of the F 1 level taken at room temperature .
. On the left, the unpolarized spectrum is given, and on the right, the u and ;r _polarizatio!ls appear. Wave-'length measurements are in microns, 
